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reason for doubling the final consonant when adding a suffix to CVC and CCVC words can be
taught. Download the Phonics Worksheet: Spelling CVC Words with Suffixes isn't hopping, but
is instead the word hoping and remind him that hope has the ending e dropped before ing is
added.. Reading the Suffix ed.Oct 30, 2014 . and works with correctly adding -ed and -ing to
short-vowel words giving. The worksheets for this lesson and other information can be found .
consonant before adding. hopping, hopped,. ed or ing if it is. double. preceded by a vowel. the
p. Double the final consonant and add ing to make new words for . Explore Yasmin Reyes's
board "Grammar - ed & -ing" on Pinterest, a visual. This ing word ending worksheet can be
found in: Poetry {Poem of the Week}. . In order to use the doubling rule, students must also
activate their knowledge of suffixes, short and long vowel. .. double consonant adding ed
ing.pdf - Google. Apr 13, 2013 . are reviewing which words have to be changed when adding
-ing and -ed.. I tell my TEENdos that most CVC words will need to have that final the short
vowels are ham, bed, lip, rot, gun) one consonant at the end. You double the final consonant
when you add a vowel suffix. Now make new words by adding suffixes to the following base
words. The first grin + ed, stop + ing. pot + er . National Literacy Strategy Year 3 Term 1 Word
Level objective 8 How the spellings of verbs alter when ing is added.Adding 'ing'. Some simple
rules and examples. What do we do? Look at and read the word. Listen to the vowel sound – is
it long or short? See what happens to . Word. -ed. -ing. hop. run. shut. clap. swim. sentences.
Be careful when adding a suffix.. Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel
and -le.ride hide slide make rake shake take write smile come love bake care drive hate decide
like. Words with a Short Vowel (double the final consonant and add -ing). Spelling, Alphabet
and Short Vowel Games Vocabulary Games, Spelling Games and Alphabet Games are fun
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Spelling is fun for some, but hard for many. With so many words out there that not only sound the
same, but can even have similar meanings it's hard to remember what. A set of resources to
teach the guideline/rule in the Spelling Appendix:<br /> Adding the endings ing ed and er to
verbs where no change is needed to the root word<br.
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ing.pdf - Google. Apr 13, 2013 . are reviewing which words have to be changed when adding
-ing and -ed.. I tell my TEENdos that most CVC words will need to have that final the short
vowels are ham, bed, lip, rot, gun) one consonant at the end. You double the final consonant
when you add a vowel suffix. Now make new words by adding suffixes to the following base
words. The first grin + ed, stop + ing. pot + er . National Literacy Strategy Year 3 Term 1 Word
Level objective 8 How the spellings of verbs alter when ing is added.Adding 'ing'. Some simple
rules and examples. What do we do? Look at and read the word. Listen to the vowel sound – is
it long or short? See what happens to . Word. -ed. -ing. hop. run. shut. clap. swim. sentences.
Be careful when adding a suffix.. Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel
and -le.ride hide slide make rake shake take write smile come love bake care drive hate decide
like. Words with a Short Vowel (double the final consonant and add -ing) The reason for
doubling the final consonant when adding a suffix to CVC and CCVC words can be taught.
Download the Phonics Worksheet: Spelling CVC Words with Suffixes isn't hopping, but is
instead the word hoping and remind him that hope has the ending e dropped before ing is
added.. Reading the Suffix ed.Oct 30, 2014 . and works with correctly adding -ed and -ing to
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A set of resources to teach the guideline/rule in the Spelling Appendix:<br /> Adding the endings
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be taught. Download the Phonics Worksheet: Spelling CVC Words with Suffixes isn't hopping,
but is instead the word hoping and remind him that hope has the ending e dropped before ing is
added.. Reading the Suffix ed.Oct 30, 2014 . and works with correctly adding -ed and -ing to
short-vowel words giving. The worksheets for this lesson and other information can be found .
consonant before adding. hopping, hopped,. ed or ing if it is. double. preceded by a vowel. the
p. Double the final consonant and add ing to make new words for . Explore Yasmin Reyes's
board "Grammar - ed & -ing" on Pinterest, a visual. This ing word ending worksheet can be
found in: Poetry {Poem of the Week}. . In order to use the doubling rule, students must also
activate their knowledge of suffixes, short and long vowel. .. double consonant adding ed
ing.pdf - Google. Apr 13, 2013 . are reviewing which words have to be changed when adding
-ing and -ed.. I tell my TEENdos that most CVC words will need to have that final the short
vowels are ham, bed, lip, rot, gun) one consonant at the end. You double the final consonant
when you add a vowel suffix. Now make new words by adding suffixes to the following base
words. The first grin + ed, stop + ing. pot + er . National Literacy Strategy Year 3 Term 1 Word
Level objective 8 How the spellings of verbs alter when ing is added.Adding 'ing'. Some simple
rules and examples. What do we do? Look at and read the word. Listen to the vowel sound – is
it long or short? See what happens to . Word. -ed. -ing. hop. run. shut. clap. swim. sentences.
Be careful when adding a suffix.. Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel
and -le.ride hide slide make rake shake take write smile come love bake care drive hate decide
like. Words with a Short Vowel (double the final consonant and add -ing)
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p. Double the final consonant and add ing to make new words for . Explore Yasmin Reyes's
board "Grammar - ed & -ing" on Pinterest, a visual. This ing word ending worksheet can be
found in: Poetry {Poem of the Week}. . In order to use the doubling rule, students must also
activate their knowledge of suffixes, short and long vowel. .. double consonant adding ed
ing.pdf - Google. Apr 13, 2013 . are reviewing which words have to be changed when adding
-ing and -ed.. I tell my TEENdos that most CVC words will need to have that final the short

vowels are ham, bed, lip, rot, gun) one consonant at the end. You double the final consonant
when you add a vowel suffix. Now make new words by adding suffixes to the following base
words. The first grin + ed, stop + ing. pot + er . National Literacy Strategy Year 3 Term 1 Word
Level objective 8 How the spellings of verbs alter when ing is added.Adding 'ing'. Some simple
rules and examples. What do we do? Look at and read the word. Listen to the vowel sound – is
it long or short? See what happens to . Word. -ed. -ing. hop. run. shut. clap. swim. sentences.
Be careful when adding a suffix.. Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel
and -le.ride hide slide make rake shake take write smile come love bake care drive hate decide
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found in: Poetry {Poem of the Week}. . In order to use the doubling rule, students must also
activate their knowledge of suffixes, short and long vowel. .. double consonant adding ed
ing.pdf - Google. Apr 13, 2013 . are reviewing which words have to be changed when adding
-ing and -ed.. I tell my TEENdos that most CVC words will need to have that final the short
vowels are ham, bed, lip, rot, gun) one consonant at the end. You double the final consonant
when you add a vowel suffix. Now make new words by adding suffixes to the following base
words. The first grin + ed, stop + ing. pot + er . National Literacy Strategy Year 3 Term 1 Word
Level objective 8 How the spellings of verbs alter when ing is added.Adding 'ing'. Some simple
rules and examples. What do we do? Look at and read the word. Listen to the vowel sound – is
it long or short? See what happens to . Word. -ed. -ing. hop. run. shut. clap. swim. sentences.
Be careful when adding a suffix.. Short vowel sound = double consonant between the vowel
and -le.ride hide slide make rake shake take write smile come love bake care drive hate decide
like. Words with a Short Vowel (double the final consonant and add -ing) The reason for
doubling the final consonant when adding a suffix to CVC and CCVC words can be taught.
Download the Phonics Worksheet: Spelling CVC Words with Suffixes isn't hopping, but is
instead the word hoping and remind him that hope has the ending e dropped before ing is
added.. Reading the Suffix ed.Oct 30, 2014 . and works with correctly adding -ed and -ing to
short-vowel words giving. The worksheets for this lesson and other information can be found .
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